
Dragon Gemstone 
Egg Activation

     



Who Am I?
Primal Pleasure Priestess

“Awakening, Healing, and Liberating one Pussy at a time!”

● 13+ years of Holistic Healing and Coaching experience fed 
and motivated by the diminished and dead libidos I 
witnessed within myself AND women all around me.

● Studies have taken me from Energy Medicine, Quantum 
Theory, Herbal and Nutritional Therapy, Yoga, Tantra, 
Somatic Therapy, Massage & Bodywork, Crystal and 
Shamanic Healing, Intimate Connection, Feminine and 
Masculine Polarity, Powerful and Intimate Communication 
Techniques, and many more juicy methods of healing, 
pleasure, and expansion!



My Promise to You is that by the end of this Course, You’ll know:

● What Dragon Gemstone Eggs ARE; Where they came from; and How to 
get the most out of them

● How to Balance and Regulate your Hormones and Energy NATURALLY
● WHY Your Pelvic Health has become Cluster-fuckered, and HOW to Fix 

That
● Multiple Exercises, Techniques, and Practices to Heal and Renew Your 

Pelvic Bowl and Sexual Centers
● Powerful, Fun, and Authentic Ways to Blow Your Mind (and your lover’s) 

and Unleash Your Very Own Primal Pleasure Potential



History of the of the 
Dragon Gemstone Egg 
practice.
● Used in Asia for vaginal health, sexual 

pleasure and sensual vitality for more than 
5000 years. 

● Taught to Royalty and those trained in 
Sensual and Sexual Arts



Why? These practices were taught and applied 
for many reasons:

● Vitality (governing, manifesting, and moving Life Force Chi)
● Youthfulness (responsible use of Life Force Chi)
● The ability to Give and Receive Pleasure
● Using sex and intimacy for Healing and maintaining overall Wellness (mental, 

physical, emotional, spiritual)
● Channeling the vibration and healing attributes of Jade (or any crystal used) to 

enhance healing, pleasure, and enlightenment via ecstasy 



Physical Benefits:
● Hormone Balance
● Energy Balance and Booster
● Emotional Clarity and Balance
● Increased Lubrication and Sensitivity 
● New Levels and Types of Orgasmic 

Expression
● Sustainable Libido
● A safe and Powerful Outlet for Excess 

Sexual Desire and Frustration
● Muscle Tightening with Greater 

Suppleness 
● Relief and Healing from Pelvic Floor 

Issues  



Mental Benefits:

● Dissolving Trauma Patterns and 
Pleasure Inhibitors

● Creating and Cultivating a more 
Magical, Fun, and Primal Energy in 
Sensual and Sexual Practices

● Greater Ease in Communicating 
Your Desires and Dislikes with Your 
Partner

● Powerful Body Awareness, 
Ownership, and Reconnection



“One of every four women in the USA has symptoms due to weakened PFM 
and many more have pelvic floor weakness that is not yet symptomatic. Many 

others have symptoms from PFM that are too tense. 

More than 10% of American women will undergo surgery for pelvic floor 
issues—commonly for stress urinary incontinence (urinary leakage with 

coughing, sneezing and/or exercise) and pelvic organ prolapse (sagging of 
one or more of the pelvic organs into the vaginal canal and at times outside 
the vaginal opening)—with up to 30% requiring repeat surgical procedures.”

-Andrew Siegel, MD.



Your Pussy Landscape



● The superficial PFM (ischiocavernosus, bulbocavernosus, transverse 
perineal, anal sphincter) are situated under the surface of the external 

genitals and anus.



● The deep PFM (pubococcygeus, iliococcygeus, coccygeus) span from the 
pubic bone in front to the tailbone in the back, and from pelvic sidewall to 

pelvic sidewall, between the “sit” bones.



Pelvic Dysfunction and Causes:

Pelvic Floor Muscle (PFM) “dysfunction” is a common condition referring to 
when the PFM are not functioning properly. 

PFM dysfunction ranges from “low tone” to “high tone.” 

Low tone occurs when the PFM lack in strength and endurance and is often 
associated with stress urinary incontinence, pelvic organ prolapse and altered 

sexual function. 

High tone occurs when the PFM are too tense and unable to relax, giving rise 
to a pain syndrome known as tension myalgia.



The PFM can become weakened, flabby and poorly functional with 
pregnancy, labor, childbirth, menopause, weight gain, a sedentary 

lifestyle, poor posture, sports injuries, pelvic trauma, chronic straining, 
pelvic surgery, diabetes, tobacco use, steroid use, and disuse atrophy 

(not exercising the PFM). 

Sexual inactivity can lead to their loss of tone, texture and function. 
With aging there is a decline in the bulk and contractility of the PFM, 

often resulting in PFM dysfunction.



Pussy Power! 

● The PFM are perhaps the most versatile yet under-appreciated muscle 
group in your body. They provide vaginal tone, support to the pelvic organs, 
a healthy sexual response—enhancing arousal and orgasm—and urinary and 

bowel sphincter control. They play a key role in your ability to carry and 
deliver a baby as well as contributing to the mobility and stability of your 

torso.

● Whereas most skeletal muscles function as movers (joint movement and 
locomotion), the PFM are unique in that they function as stabilizers—helping 
to keep the pelvic organs in proper position—and compressors—helping to 

tighten the vagina, urethra and rectum—important to urinary and bowel 
control as well as to sexual function. During sex the PFM activate, causing a 
surge of genital blood flow that helps lubrication and clitoral engorgement; 

at the time of orgasm, the PFM contract rhythmically.



What are 
YOUR 

experiences 
with Pelvic 

Floor Issues?



Vaginal 
Reflexology 
and Eastern 

Teachings



3-Tiered Orgasms
● Clitoral (Pudendal Nerve)
● G-spot (Pelvic Nerve)
● Cervical (Vagus Nerve) 

Energy chanel that goes 
along the nerve pathways

The deeper you do into your 
pussy, the deeper you go within 
yourself. This is why so many 
women only achieve clirotal 
orgams above the others. It takes 
soooooo much trust, vulnerability, 
and intimacy to reach other layers 
of pleasure.



The Clitoris and External Lips

Pineal/Pituitary Spot: Inner Vision, 
Intuition, Spiritual Experience, 
Increased Sensory Perception

Adrenals/Thymus Spot: The Seat 
of the Human Soul, the Second 
Energetic Heart, connection to 
Primal Sex Energy and Jing- Your 
Life-line.

Clitoral (Pudendal Nerve)



Vaginal Opening

Kidney Spot: Fear vs Trust, Vaginal 
Opening

G-spot Area (depending on the 
woman’s anatomy type, this may 
be deeper or shallower)

Sponge, soaking up all that it 
comes in contact with

G-spot (Pelvic Nerve)



Mid Vaginal Canal
Liver Spot: Joy, tolerance vs Anger and impatience

Spleen/Pancreas Spot: Think/form intention vs Worry - Movement vs Stuck

Right before the Cervix
Lung Spot: Boundary between inner and outer world.

Cervix
Heart Spot: Emperor of all organs, the 3rd brain of the body (2nd is gut)

Cervical (Vagus Nerve) Energy chanel that goes along the nerve pathways



How do you feel 
about your pussy 
after what we’ve 
covered so far?



Let’s get the Physical 
Magic started, Shall 

we?

Let’s meet your Egg!



Gemstone Safety Information

The Mohs scale is a scale that measures the scratchability of stones 
when they are scratched by another substance.

1 is very soft e.g. Talc, and 10 is very hard e.g. Diamond.

It is a good guide to the general toughness of the stone and its ability 
to withstand impact or pressure..and whether you should  have it in a 
pouch in your pocket or if it’s fine rolling about next to your keys.

Generally, anything at a 5.5 and above is considered safe for internal 
vaginal use. All Gemstones sold by me are safe for internal use.



Gemstone Types and 
Properties



● Amethyst
● Rose Quartz
● Clear Quartz

● Tiger’s Eye
● Carnelian
● Obsidian
● Opalite



Obsidian… wow! What a powerhouse! This stone is volcanic glass, and just like it's creative element, its 
power will bring your world into fiery rupture! It will burn up and consume all the heavy, negative, and 
limiting layers of your experience and evolution thus far, leaving behind nutrient rich each ready for 
planting. Don't take this stone lightly though… if you have a habit of passive aggressive avoidance, 
escapism, and suppressing your issues, this rupture will kick your ass, haha! If you have no problems 
diving into your mess and looking for the magic, than this stone can be a powerful, life changing ally!

Amethyst is really elegant, classy, but also deeply powerful and that it helps to bring the Soul and Spirit 
into the body for sacred sex and sensuality! It helps to lift up those Primal patterns and polish those up 
quite beautifully! It's also fantastic for anxiety and depression and rebalancing the nervous system.

Tiger's eye is exactly the way it sounds! The stone is quickly becoming one of my favorite! For me, it 
activates very powerful G-spot orgasms! It really brings out that wild woman Primal magic, it definitely 
has you feel like a panther and heat wrapped up inside your beautiful body! It brings a seductive, 
magnetic, and enchanting vibe to your own body and self pleasure practices. These can also definitely 
be shared with the lover! It's great for balancing the feminine and masculine balance in the body, so like 
the amethyst it helps to bring balance to the nervous system and it's kind of like the beautiful 
counterpart to Amethyst energy. It activates that Primal magic that Amethyst refines.



Rose quartz is kind of like the girl next door of the crystal world! She's 
really sweet, romantic, hold so much innocence, and is kind of like 
having chocolate chip cookies and hot cocoa on a cold Winter's day, 
haha! She brings you fullness, in a sense, and romantic sensuality to 
self pleasure and your pussy power. She's very much a stone of the 
heart! Fantastic for women who have dealt with trauma and 
heartbreak as this stone is very gentle and loving in her healing.

Opalite is kind of like the playful pixie of crystals! A little sassy, a little 
fiery, a little innocent at the same time! She's very playful, so she 
brings a lot of Pep and Magic to your healing and pleasure practices. 
And she looks like she sounds, milky and sparkly! She’s great for those 
feeling heavy in their current sensual and sexual practices as she 
brings play, sass, and fun back into your pussy!



Then we've got Clear Quartz. Clear Quartz is a Powerhouse! It's 
definitely a stone that you're going to program with intention before 
you use it, because it amplifies anything you apply it to. That would be 
the reason why they use it and electronics and an energy storage! I 
love this stone for programming intentions, and it’s a general 
powerhouse in energy and manifestation. It clears and boosts all your 
energy centers and functions.

We've also got Carnelian. Carnelian is a mix between the wild woman 
and the sage woman. She's got this energy of confidence, but it's still 
blossoming! She's sexy and Saucy, but not flighty. Definitely one to 
use to regain confidence and groundedness, without getting stuck. 
She is a powerful guide in accessing your primal magic, setting and 
holding boundaries, and feeling sexy and seductive about it all the 
while!



Health, Hygiene and Safety 
with Your Dragon Gemstone 
Egg
● No need to boil, grab the E Oil! (Lav, Tea 

Tree, Euca, etc)
● Energetic clearing with Sage, Salt, and 

Soil!
● Charge up with Selenite, Citrine, Quartz, 

Moon Magic, Intention, Earthing, etc.
● Change string every 4ish uses.
● Rinse after each use and use Oils for 

cleansing.



Programming Your 
Stone



● Select your desired Gemstone
● Breathe on it, touch it to your tongue, feel it on your skin
● Feel its energy waking up and connecting with yours
● Close your eyes and bring it to your Heart
● Imagine opening it up and seeing it’s vibrant, spinning core
● What is your intention for this stone? What do you seek its help 

with?
● Speak this directly into the stones spinning core
● See your words zipping into the center and fusing with the stone, 

becoming one with it
● When it feels complete, close the egg back up and know it’s 

done!

You can wipe and reprogram your stone as many times as you 
desire!



Preparing Your Body



● Begin with your desired Pleasure Ritual (music, candles, oils, etc)
● Use your fingertips to gently and curiously caress and dance 

over your face, arms, shoulder, and all over your entire body
● Let your breathing be full, slow, intentional
● Pay extra focus to your breasts
● When you feel body focused and pleasure filled, shift your focus 

to Pussy
● Begin lightly stroking and massaging your external lips, clit, and 

inner thighs
● You can even do internal massage if you desire
● When ready for the egg, ask you body if it’s ready for internal 

work and follow its messages
● View the Insertion video for additional direction in this area
● Do exercises as desired
● Finish with more breast and vaginal massage and rest



Insertion, Use, and Removal of 
Your Egg.
● Warm it up (your hands too)
● Breathe, check in with your body
● Breast and Body Massage (Arousal desired)
● Connect with your Egg and set intention
● Relax, contract. This is how you bring the 

Egg into yourself. (Sipping as described in 
the Video)

● Do your desired exercise (Like the Quad 
Warm-up)

● Use your muscles to push the Egg out, 
laugh it out, and pull it out with the string.

● Cleanse and store!



The Quad Warm Up

Section 4: Cervix

Section 3: Mid 
Canal/bowl

Section 2: Inner Opening

Section 1: Clitoral and 
Outer Lips



Outer Section; Your Pleasure Garden
● This area is where your higher mind and brain connects to your pussy. 

How are you allowing your senses to expand? For your soul to come 
into your sexual practices?

● With your fingers, feel along your clitoral hood, press in a little and find 
that thick ligament that flips back and forth when you rub side to side.

● Now try to lightly contract ONLY that outer labia/clitoral area. 

*It helps if your rest your fingers over your mound so you can tell externally 
what you’re contracting if your inner awareness is diminished.

● Repeat this a few times and really get curious about that area.
● What sensation do you feel? You should feel a gathering and tensioning 

around your pubic mound/bone, but not into your vaginal canal and 
anus.



Inner Gate Section; Your Pleasure Gate
● This area is related to the Kidneys in Eastern Reflex Practices, 

and in turn, is governed by the emotions of fear and anxiety.
● Run your fingers lightly around your opening, feel the tension 

and tone of this band of muscle. 
● Tighten it, trying to grasp your finger, but ONLY this band of 

muscle. Try to leave the rest relaxed.
● Repeat this a few times and really get curious about that area.
● What sensation do you feel? You should feel a gathering and 

tensioning around your inner and outer lips, JUST into your 
vaginal canal, but not deep, nor into your anus.



Mid-Section; Your G-spot and Urethral Sponge
● This area is where you’ll hold your anger, resentment AND your 

tolerance and joy. This is why you may have rage fill you with 
certain sensual stimulation if you’ve got repressed anger.

● If you can, slip your fingers deeper into your pussy and try to 
tighten around them again, feeling a fullness in the center of 
your vaginal canal.

● Repeat this a few times and really get curious about that area.
● What sensation do you feel? You should feel a gathering and 

tensioning in your vaginal canal and perineum, but not a 
tightening of your anus, nor a lifting into your abs.



Cervical Section; The pathway to your Heart and 
Lungs
● This area is the seat of your most powerful energy and most 

soulful expression
● You may not be able to access this depth with your fingers, so 

now you can rest your hands on your lower abdomen, or 
cupping your lower buttocks and feel the tightening though 
there as you deeply and gently pull up and in

● Repeat this a few times and really get curious about that area.
● What sensation do you feel? You should feel a gathering and 

tensioning all throughout your vaginal canal and anus, along with 
a lifting and tightening in your lower abs and glutes.



Bringing it all together:
● This is the foundation of ALL your egg-xercises!
● Continue trying to tighten and release each section one-by-one
● Then tighten all together
● Then try to release them one-by-one
● Begin these laying down, save the sitting and standing for later on

Advanced Modifications:
● Then try switching it up and moving out of sync and order
● Begin pushing down with your pelvic floor, section by section
● Alternate pushing and lifting to move your egg throughout your Pussy
● Keep your movements fluid, gentle, and conscious
● No pussy strains desired!
● Don’t over do it. No need to wear the egg all day and night, just 5-15 

minutes a day will see you getting wonderful results!



Homework:
● Quad warm up with Dragon 

Gemstone out AND in
● Note the differences
● Breathwork everyday, as often as 

you can think to breathe, BREATHE
● Pussy Landscapes Exercise
● Pussy Clearing and Sealing Exercise
● Modified Quad Warm Up Variations
● Share in the community!!!

**Homework files will be sent our over 
the week to spread out the love and fun!



Questions and 
Comments!


